4 holes Ø3 x 2 deep
Csink & Cbore Ø17
Equispaced on PCD 130

6 holes Ø5.5
X 1 deep
Csink & Cbore Ø10
Equispaced on PCD 75

3 holes Ø6
Equispaced on PCD 108
Fitted with dowels Ø6
Protecting is to_match hole in 2

3 holes Ø6
Equispaced on PCD 108

External Spine
Pitch Dia 30
Module 1
(30 Teeth)
Fit class H/d
Same profile as 4

Assembly Note: This drawing applies to PML motor GM/6T with Ø3 output shaft. Fit a
4.5 mm wide key to engage outside in the gear HDP-25 & inside in a keyway cut in
Motor drive shaft. Also put axial
M4 tapped hole in drive shaft
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